Marine

“	We have specialist knowledge
of the marine industry that only
comes with experience.”

MARINE

DNOW has deep roots in
offshore supply and ship chandlery,
making us the perfect supply
partner for a full range of PPE and
MRO equipment needs in the
marine industry.

With specialist knowledge of vessel requirements that
comes only with extensive experience of the marine industry,
DistributionNOW has the capabilities to support vessels for
platform and construction supply, transfer vessels and ships
used for exploration and survey.
We are members of the most well-known marine based
associations, ISSA, IMPA and offer trading services through
an online ShipServ membership and TradeNet ID.
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Marine

KEY PRODUCTS
• Workwear and PPE

• Janitorials and vessel consumables

• First aid equipment and signage

• Marine life saving equipment

• Marine paints and chemicals

• Ropes, rigging and chains

KEY SERVICES
Equipment hire

Ship chandlery

Full document compliancy

We have a range of equipment
available to hire on flexible
agreements, including SOLAS
approved Ursuit marine
immersion suits.

In line with our SupeRun stock
consignment management
system, we can provide a full
ship chandlery service taking the
responsibility for all consumables
and equipment needed
for vessels.

With every order, we can supply
fully compliant documentation
in line with the necessary
requirements, including
certificate of conformities and
certification documents for
European standards.

Marine safety equipment
servicing
In addition to our Ursuit
immersion suit hire service, we
also offer servicing and repairs
for SOLAS approved marine
safety equipment.

CASE STUDIES
Boston Putford
Boston Putford Offshore
Safety Ltd operates a fleet of
support vessels in both the
North Sea and other areas.
DNOW has long been providing
reliable supply solutions
for their required PPE and
MRO equipment.
www.distributionnow.com

Windcat Workboats
“DNOW have been supplying
Boston Putford for many
years and are one of our key
suppliers. The service and
response is prompt and our
requirements are always dealt
with in a professional manner.”

Windcat Workboats owns and
operates a growing fleet of
over 36 offshore crew transfer
vessels. We supply them with a
variety of workwear and PPE for
the tough conditions of offshore
sectors.

“We’ve been using DNOW for
our work wear requirements
since October 2013, they
supply us with high quality
products and provide an
excellent service.”
Crew Planner

Purchasing Manager
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